
Each outgoing email of your company is like a digital business card. 
Therefore, uniformity and legal consistency is of the essence 

when setting up signatures and disclaimers.

} Ease of use
The product Advanced Email Signature and Disclaimer 
offers administrators a user-friendly web surface for quick 
and simple setup of email signatures and disclaimers. Using 
the editor, professional signatures or boilerplates can be 
developed even without HTML knowledge and with just 
a few clicks so that they are consistent with the corporate 
identity and company guidelines. The editor converts the 
input automatically into a HTML signature. The web  
interface is connected to the Hornetsecurity Control Panel, 
so that after logging in with the administrator credentials, 
Advanced Email Signature and Disclaimer can be activated 
and implemented.

	High flexibility
Next to integrating existing templates, all signatures and 
disclaimers can be created individually by using predefined 
placeholders. Administrators can place all relevant Active 
Directory wildcards, as the synchronization of the Advanced 
Email Signature and Disclaimer is based on LDAP.  
Additionally, it is possible to set up different boilerplates  
for as many domains or groups as necessary.
 

	Mobile usage
More and more users send their professional emails via 
smart phone or tablet. This makes it even more important 
to have a correct display of pictures or company logo. As 
most of the outbound emails are based on HTML, mobile 
clients can also display those kind of data correctly.  The 
signature and disclaimer will not be added to the email 
locally but in the cloud. Therefore, every current email 
client can be used. 

f Easy management
Time is critical for administrators - so, ideally, they should 
be able to concentrate solely on their projects and core  
assignments and process other tasks quickly and in an  
automated way. By synchronizing data via LDAP, the  
administrative effort is reduced to a minimum when  
setting up an email signature or disclaimer, as every  
individual data of a person or group is automatically  
up-to-date and there is no need for manual maintenance. 
By actively using the Active Directory, even the smallest  
changes like a phone extension will be adapted  
immediately.

Advanced Email Signature and Disclaimer
Set up consistent email signatures and disclaimers  

the easy way - company-wide.
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Flexible editor

Not only images, but also links and various text formats can 
be added to a signature or disclaimer. The AD variables 
define the places where personal data like job title, name, 
phone number or email address will be added. After editing 
the source text, users can review the templates through the  
preview tool.

Fig: Web interface of the Advanced Email Signature and Disclaimer

Fig: Inegration into the Hornetsecurity infrastructure

Integration of Advanced Email Signature and  
Disclaimer

In the Control Panel, the user information from the Active 
Directory will automatically be included into the signature 
or disclaimer which has been created before. After that, the 
boilerplate will be attached to the outgoing email.

Features Advanced Email Signature and Disclaimer Benefit

Active Directory integration Provide each AD user with an individual signature (based on their AD attributes). Hornetsecurity  
automatically fills in the signatures of all users with the contact data of their AD profile.

Fonts and formats Make sure to provide a professional appearance and meet the corporate design requirements by setting 
standard fonts, font sizes and formats.

Usage of a HTML source text function You can import existing disclaimers by using the HTML source text. The design, formatting and the pictures 
included remain fully intact. The imported changes can be viewed directly in the editor.

Preview function After editing the signatures or the disclaimers through the editor, you can preview the templates also for 
different user groups.

Group-based assignments For each user or group existing in the Active Directory you can set up an individual signature or disclaimer 
and save them for later editing. 

Simple administration In order to meet email regulations, you can complement all signatures with a legally compliant liability 
exclusion and other necessary information. This helps you protecting the integrity of your company.
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